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ABSTRACT 

The effect of air injection angle on the performance of airlift pump used for water pumping 

has been studied analytically and experimentally. An airlift pump of dimensions 42mm diameter 

and 2200 mm length with conventional and modified air injection device was considered. A 

modification on conventional injection device (normal air-jacket type) was carried out by changing 

injection angle from 90  (for conventional) to 45  and 22.5  (for modified). Continuity and one-

dimensional momentum balance for the flow field with basic principle of two-phase flow and 

expressions of slip ratio and friction factor as function of flow rates were formulated. The analytical 

and experimental investigations were carried out for both conventional and unconventional air-

jackets at submergence ratios 0.75, 0.6 and 0.5 and air mass flow rate from 0.5 to 97kg/hr. The 

comparison between the analytical and experimental results shows agreement and the main results 

showed that the performance and maximum efficiency of airlift pump is increased for higher mass 

flow rate of injected air for all tested submergence ratio using unconventional air-jacket and the 

higher performance was associated with injection angle 22.5 , with average enhancement were 9% 

and 10% for performance and maximum efficiency respectively. 
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مضخات الرفع الهىائٍة أداءزاوٌة حقن الهىاء على  تأثٍرحىل  ملٍةدراسة تحلٍلٍة وع  

  احمذ خالذ حبٍب                                                                                علً عبذ المحسن حسن الاسذي                  

      ياجسخُش                                                                                                 أسخار يساػذ                             

   جايؼت بغذاد-كهُت انهُذست                                                                           جايؼت بغذاد      -كهُت انهُذست       

  

الخلاصة   

انشفغ انهىائُت انخٍ حسخخذو فٍ سفغ حى إجشاء دساست ححهُهُت وػًهُت حىل حأثُش صاوَت حمٍ انهىاء ػهً أداء يضخاث 

يهى باسخخذاو يُظىيت حمٍ هىاء  2200يهى لأَبىب انشفغ وبطىل  42انًاء. حى الأخز بُظش الاػخباس يضخت سفغ هىائُت بمطش 

 90( يٍ خلال حغُش صاوَت انحمٍ يٍ Air-Jacketحؼذَم يُظىيت حمٍ انهىاء انخمهُذَت َىع )ويُظىيت أخشي يؼذنت. حى  حمهُذَت

دسجت )نهًُظىيت انًؼذنت(. حى فٍ انذساست انخحهُهُت بُاء يىدَم سَاضٍ اػخًادا  22.5و  45دسجت )نهًُظىيت انخمهُذَت( إنً صاوَت 

ػهً لاَىٌ حفع انكخهت ولاَىٌ انضخى أحادٌ انبؼذ نًُطمت انجشَاٌ واسخخذاو انًبادئ الأساسُت نجشَاٌ ثُائٍ الأطىاس بالإضافت إنً 

نهًضخت يغ يُظىيت حمٍ حمهُذَت  وانفحص انؼًهٍ حم انشَاضٍإجشاء اناصت بُسبت الاَضلاق ويؼايم الاحخكان وحى انًؼادلاث انخ

 ًماسَتان بُُجكغى/ساػت.  97إنً  0.5يغ يؼذل حذفك كخهت انهىاء انًحمىٌ يٍ  0.5, 0.6, 0.75ويؼذنت ػُذ َسبت غًش يمذاسها 
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لذ أظهشث انُخائج صَادة فٍ أداء وكفاءة انًضخت ػُذ يؼذلاث انحمٍ انؼانُت ػُذ  يمبىنُت جُذةانُخائج انؼًهُت و انُخائج انخحهُهُت بٍُ

% 10% فٍ الأداء و 9دسجت يغ ححسٍ  22.5اسخخذاو يُظىيت انحمٍ انًؼذنت نكم ظشوف انفحص, واٌ أفضم صاوَت حمٍ هٍ 

 .لأػهً كفاءة

 ., َسبت انغًش, جشَاٌ ثُائٍ انطىسصاوَت حمٍ نههىاء ,يضخاث انشفغ انهىائُت الكلمات الرئٍسٍة:

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Airlift pump is generally regarded to be part of a unique kind of alternative pumping 

technology. The importance of this technology is arising when rotodynamic pumps are inappropriate 

for a given application. Most of these application that uses the technologies involve mixture of 

fluid-solid, very viscous fluid, hazardous fluids, fluid containing live organisms suspend in fluid, 

situation of low head or low submergences, applications with variable inlet water surface level and 

irregular shape wells. This class of pumps has simplicity in design and absence of moving and 

rotating parts which made the maintenance easy with low cost and high reliability. From the very 

beginning of the 20th century and in order to predict the airlift pump performance many analytical 

studies have been developed. Stenning and Martin, 1968, developed analytical model using one-

dimensional continuity and momentum equations together with the basic relation of two-phase flow. 

A comparison with experimental work is carried out, and they predicted that the theory of one-

dimensional flow gives a good knowledge for the analysis of airlift pump performance and they 

recommended using the model for pumps working in larger depths by dividing the pipe length into 

segments for which the density of air can be considered constant. This model is extended by, 

Parker, 1980, in order to take into consideration the momentum of injected air when nozzle 

injection device is used. He found that size and number of injection holes of air-jacket does not 

affect the discharge characteristic of the pump, and the nozzle design gives higher pumping rate at 

high air mass flow rates for small orifice area, but with very low efficiency. Chisholm, 1982, 

developed simple expressions based on homogenous theory to predict rapidly the performance, 

fraction of mass dryness and total mass flow rate of airlift pumps at "Maximum Flow Condition". 

The predicted mass flow rate is compared with theoretical and experimental of, Stenning and 

Martin, 1968, and found to be within 15%. Clark and Dabolt, 1986, developed a general design 

equation for airlift pumps working in slug flow pattern by extending the theory of, Nicklin, 1963, to 

long pumps. An explicit formula of design equation is obtained by integrating the combination of 

momentum, friction loss and void fraction expression over the complete length of the pump. The 

new design equation is supported experimentally using variety of liquids and submergence ratios. 

They stated that design of airlift pump using this method is more rapid with less energy required 

than the incremental procedure, as well as the method is more accurate than the results of existing 

empirical equation. Reinemann et al., 1990, extended the theory proposed previously by, Nicklin, 

1963, into small diameter airlift pump from 3 mm to 25 mm by taking into consideration the effect 

of surface tension on the gas void rising velocity. They noted a difference between the rise velocity 

of single gas slug and train of gas slugs in small vertical tube. They noted that the efficiency 

increased for this range of tube diameter. De Cachard and Delhaye, 1996, proposed a new steady 

state model to predict the performance of small airlift pump (less than 40 mm) by combination of 

specific model describing slug and churn flow and supported his work by experimental 

investigation. They reported that the new proposed model is more accurate tool than the existing 

model in design small airlift pump with diameter up to 40 mm and length to diameter ratio greater 

than 250. Kassab et al., 2009, developed a modified version of the model proposed by, Stenning 

and Martin, 1968, by introducing slip ratio as expressed by, Griffith and Wallis, 1961, for slug 

flow and the friction factor which is obtained from Colebrook equation, Haaland, 1983. The 
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proposed modified model is compared with the experimental results that predicted by, Kassab et 

al., 2001,  as well as, the theoretical prediction using the proposed model of, Stenning and Martin, 

1968, and, Clark and Dabolt, 1986. They reported that the model of Clark and Dablot is 

appropriate only for the first zone of pump performance curve where the flow pattern is slug and the 

modified one-dimensional model gives more agreement with the experimental results for airlift 

pump working in different flow pattern (bubbly, slug and churn) except the annular flow. 

The present work investigates analytically and experimentally the effects of changing the 

injection angle of injection device (air-jacket) at various submergence ratios and mass flow rate of 

injected air on the performance of airlift pump. A regular airlift pump with conventional and 

modified air-jacket is considered in this work. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The experimental work has been carried out in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory in the 

Department of Mechanical Engineering - Collage of engineering/University of Baghdad in order to 

obtain water discharge rate and analyze the structure of flow filed within riser pipe. The 

experimental setup is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 and the equipment used in the experimental work 

consists of: 

 

2.1 Test Rig 

The test rig consists of the riser pipe which is a transparence smooth pipe made of acrylic resin 

with 2000 mm length and 42mm inner diameter. The discharge side (upper end) of the riser pipe is 

connected to a collecting header of 4" diameter made of PVC. The highest point of the header is 

opened to ambient which allows air to escape from the pumped mixture. The lower end of the 

collecting header is divided into two branches with 2" PVC quick closing ball valve at its end to 

direct water from riser either, to intermediate tank or to metering tank. A 0.5 hp electric centrifugal 

water pump has maximum head of 35 m and maximum discharge of 36 litters/minute is used to 

pump water from the intermediate tank to the movable tank. The movable tank is a cylindrical tank 

holed by steel cable connected to a manual hoist can be moved upward and downward in order to 

change the submergence ratio and feed the riser pipe with water at constant head through the 

transient tank. A 1" quick closing ball valve made of brass is fitted at the bottom side of the transient 

tank as inlet to the tank. The riser pipe is fitted to the transient tank through the injection device, in 

which the compressed air is distributed uniformly and injected into the riser pipe to perform the 

pumping action. The injection device is designed as three independent injection stages, each stage 

delivered air through two ports and have 52 holes per stage drilled of diameter 3mm distributed in 

two rows and holes center line are inclined from injector wall by         ,       for the first, second 

and third stages respectively. Injection device with holes center line vertical to the injector wall 

(     is considered as normal or standard air jacket. All the elements above of the test rig are 

assembled to gather in a main steel frame. The frame is made of standard 2" galvanized angle iron 

rack, fabricated into proper length and connected to gather. 

 

2.2 Air Supply System 

The experimental work is performed using a high pressure air compressor which delivered 1.05 

m
3
/min with a storage vessel  of  1200 lit capacity and cutoff pressure of 14 bar, this compressor 

supply compressed air to a pressure reducing valve (0.5 – 5) bar to ensure a constant air pressure 

supply from the compressor. A constant area air flow meter of range (2 – 27) m
3
/hr is used to 
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measure the volume flow rate of injected air and the temperature of supplied air was measured by a 

calibrated thermocouple. A needle valve 3/4" made of stainless steel is used to control the  volume 

flow rate of injected air to the rig, as well as a 3/4" quick closing ball valve made of brass is used to 

simultaneously cutoff air supplying to the rig.  

2.3 Experimental Procedure  

 The main part of the experiment was the measuring of the water discharged from the airlift 

pump for different angles of injection. The experimental procedures are as follows: 

1. The air compressor is started and the pressure reducing valve is adjusted to the desired 

pressure. 

2. The connection hose of the air system is linked to the desired stage of injection. 

3. The centrifugal pump is started. 

4. The level of movable tank is adjusted to the desired submergence ratio.  

5. Injection of compressed air into the pipe is started; the needle valve is adjusted to the desired 

volume flow rate       , then the pressures        and temperature        are recorded. 

6. The air mass flow rate is computed from the following equation: 

    
            (1) 

Where the density of air is calculated using ideal gas equation: 

     
    

       
 

(2) 

7. The system is left to reach quasi- steady state. 

8. The discharged water from intermediate tank is directed to the metering tank for a certain 

time (usually is taken 20 s) by closing the valve at the end of the collecting header which 

routed the water to the intermediate tank and open the other to the metering tank: 

9. The volume of water accumulated in the metering tank                is recorded.  

10. The water mass flow rate is computed from the following equation: 

      
         

           

 
 

(3) 

11. An estimation of flow regime type is reported. 

12. The ball valves 14 and 15 are simultaneously closed, Hamid et al., 2013: 

13. The retained volume of the riser       is recorded and the volumetric void fraction is 

computed from the equation: 

    
  

                     
 

(4) 

(7) and (8) are repeated three times for each mass flow rate of air and take the average results. 

The procedure above is repeated for different submergence ratio and injection angle for the same 

range of air mass flow rate. 

A high speed camera made by SAMSUNG (model WB2000, 10 megapixels and 1000 f/s) is 

used to capture photos of flow regime detected in the riser tube, and water is colored by adding a 

light color in order to make the reorganization of flow pattern easier. 

 

2.4 Error Analysis 

Deviation was calculated for the experimental data using the formula for calculating percentage 

error as: 

                  (
                              

              
)      

(5) 
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Where measured values are result from the experimental work and the estimated value from the 

theoretical.  

 

 

 

3. MATHMATICAL FORMULATION 

The basic model that was proposed by, Stenning and Martain, 1968, based on assumption of 

steady state one-dimensional flow in the pump riser, continuity and momentum equations together 

with the basics principles of two phase flow is used to solve the governing equations analytically. 

The modification is carried out to take account of the effect of momentum due to the velocity 

component of air injected in flow direction as well as, the characteristic of flow pattern that occurred 

at best operation of air lift pump was considered, Kassab et al., 2009. However, because of the 

steady state one-dimensional nature of these analytical models, they are inadequate of providing 

vision and information about the characteristic of different flow patterns developed in the riser pipe 

of the pump and the transient nature of the pumping process, Wahba et al., 2014.  

 

3.1Governing Equations 

In the present work, the working fluids are water and air and the following assumptions are 

made: 

1. Planes of equal velocity and equal pressure are normal to the pipe axis which is makes the 

case one-dimensional). 

2. No exchange of mass between phases. 

3. Isothermal flow for all phases. 

4. Incompressible for the air phase. 

5. Newtonian fluids. 

6. Constant properties of air and water. 

7. Neglect the pressure of compressed air at inlet. 

Consider the airlift pump basically is a vertical pipe with a diameter D and total length L, 

partially full of water with reference height (zero) at the base of the pipe, the pump is divided into 

two parts, injection zone and the remained of the riser as shown in Fig.3 Governing equations are 

applied to each part and the results combined together to obtain a non-linear equation governing the 

complete pump, Stenning and Martain, 1968. The governing equations basically are: 

Continuity equation: 

∑  ⃑                                                           (6) 

Momentum equation: 

 ∑    ⃑  ∑  
                                                      (7) 

 

3.1.1 Injection Zone 

The pump is partially immersed in water (surrounding field) into a height of Hs, Bernoulli’s 

equation is applied between free surface of water and the pump inlet (1) in order to take in account 

the effect of the static head of immersed length as follow: 
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                                                                (8) 

where:    is the velocity of water at the inlet to the pump. 

To find a relation for the velocity and density leaving the injection zone with the velocities 

and densities entered to the zone, the continuity equation is applied for the control volume between 

(1) and (2) as shown in Fig.3, neglecting the changes of air density, Kassab et al. 2009, is written 

as: 

      +                                                                (9) 

where     is the velocity of mixture (water and air) leaving the injection zone, and   =   is the 

water flow rate inlet to the pump. 

Divided Eq. (9) by    which is yield: 

     (  
  

  
)                                                                (10) 

  The air mass flow rate entered to the injection zone is too small if compared with the water 

mass flow rate, therefore the air mass flow rate can be neglected and the continuity equation can be 

written again as: 

                                                                          (11) 

 and rearranging 

     

  

  
 

                                                              (12) 

By substituting Eq. (10) in to Eq. (12) yields mixture density as function of inlet air flow 

rate, inlet water flow rate and water density as shown: 

   
  

(  
  

  
)

 
                                                              (13) 

The momentum equation is applied for the control volume between (1) and (2), neglecting 

the friction losses of wall, Parker, 1980, and is written as: 

        (         )                                              (14) 

where        is the vertical component of injected air velocity in the direction of  main flow. 

 Since             therefore the term(         ) on the right hand side of Eq. (14) 

is approximately   
 
   and Eq. (14) reduces to: 

                                                         (15) 

Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (15) and rearrange, the result equation becomes: 

        

  

 
     

  

 
                               (16) 

The total air flow rate injected in the pump    is equal to the summation of air flow rate of 

each injection hole of injection device, as: 

   ∑                              (17) 

The design of injection device is ensured evenly distribution of injection air on the all holes, 

therefore, Eq. (17) becomes: 

                                    (18) 

and 

                                  (19) 
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where    is the total area of  injection holes, N is number of holes and       is the area of  a hole. 

Combining Eqs. (8), (18), (19) and (16) gives the pressure at the outlet of injection zone depending 

on the parameters of the zone, as follows: 

            
 

 
    

    

  

  
  

      
 
  

  

 

  
(
  

  
)
 

               (20) 

3.1.2 The Riser Pipe 

The momentum equation is applied for the control volume between (2) and discharges of the 

pipe, Fig.3, and taking into consideration the friction losses of wall and the weight of the mixture in 

the pipe as follows: 

      
     

 
 

 

 
                         (21) 

where    is the average shear stress for slug flow of riser wall and is suggested by, Griffth and 

Wallis, 1961, and, Kassab et al., 2009, and   is the weight of mixture in the riser pipe, Parker, 

1980, as follows: 

    
  

 
(  

  

  
) (

  

 
)
 

                         (22) 

  
     

(  
  

   
)

 
                      (23) 

where   is the friction factor of the wall assuming water alone flows through the riser with flow rate 

equal to (     ) and is obtained using Colebrook formula, Haaland, 1983, as: 

 

√ 
        (

  ⁄

   
 

    

  √ 
)                      (24) 

 

and    is slip ratio and equals to: 

  
   

   
                      (25) 

where     and     are phase actual velocities of air and water respectively in the riser pipe, Kreith 

et al., 1999. 

Substituting Eq. (22) and (23) into Eq. (21) gives a correlation of    (pressure at the outlet of 

injection zone) in terms of the parameters of the riser pipe, as follows: 

       (
    

 

 
)(  

  

  
)  

    

(  
  

   
)

 
                         (26) 

 

3.1.3 The Complete Pump 

The performance equation for the whole pump is determined by equating Eq. (20) and Eq. 

(26) and rearranging gives: 

 

 
 

 

(  
  

   
)

 
  

 

     
*           

  

  
  

  

  

 

  
(
  

  
)
 

    +       (27) 
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where   is described as a function of water and air flow rate by, Griffth and Wallis, 1961, and, 

Kassab et al., 2009,  for slug flow as: 

         
  

  
 

    √  

  
        (28) 

and 

  
   

 
        (29) 

All other losses due to water entrance losses, sudden expansion, elbow, tee and valves are accounted 

by increasing the effective value of  . 

The term [ 
  

  

 

  
(
  

  
)
 

    ] in the right hand side of the non-liner Eq. (27) , is considered 

a gain of air momentum that affected the performance in the direction of main flow and the angle   

governed this effect, therefore, for      the term is disappeared from the equation and reduced to 

the same equation derived by, Stenning and Martin, 1968, for standard air-jacket injection device, 

and vice versa, for    , yield the same performance equation for air-nozzle injection device 

derived by, Parker, 1980, therefore Eq. (27) is theoretically applicable to find the performance of  

airlift pumps range from standard  air-jacket  to air-nozzle device and between them for various 

injection angle. 

 

3.2 Method of Solution 

The theoretical performance of airlift pump was evaluated by solving the governing equation 

(Eq. (27)) by iteration and a corresponding computer program is developed for this purpose. 

Solution procedure is described in steps as follows: 

1. The geometrical parameters                  is introduced and sub calculations to find A 

and   are performed. 

2.    is introduced corresponding with selected submergence ratio as follows: 

               
 

 
 

 (30) 

3. Properties for water and air for certain condition are assigned. 

4. Inlet air flow rate is assigned. 

5. A trial value for water flow rate is assumed. 

6. Reynolds number is calculated assuming water alone flows through the riser with flow rate 

equal to (     ) 

7. Friction coefficient   is calculated from Colebrook Eq. (24) by trial and error, and then   is 

calculated from Eq. (29). 

8. Slip ratio from Eq. (28) is calculated.  

9. New value (better approximation) of water flow rate (     ) is calculated by solving 

equation (27) using proper iterative method. 

10.  The procedure from step 5 is repeated with new trial value of water flow rate until the total 

absolute  difference between       and assumed   becomes less than       
Newton-Raphson method is used to solving the set of the equations, Alan, 2002, and a computer 

program is built for implementing the solution procedure by employing MATLAB R2013b 

software. 
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3.3 Airlift Pump Characteristics 

The most important airlift pump characteristics in this work are the water pumping rate, and 

efficiency coefficients. Application of continuity and momentum conservation laws give amount of 

pumped water for specified operational and geometrical parameters. Once water flow rate is 

predicted, other pump characteristics can be found directly. Efficiency     of airlift pump is defined 

by, Nicklin, 1963, as a ratio of  beneficial work done in water to the energy released from the 

isothermal expansion of injected air from injection pressure to the ambient pressure as follows: 

  
           

            ⁄  
 

(31) 

 

4. RESULTS 

In general, performance curve of any airlift pump shows the behavior of the pump output over 

the input range of air; it is obtained by plotting the values of induced water mass flow rate against 

input air mass flow rate at a specified value of submergence ratio and injection angle. Fig.4 shows 

performance curve predicted using the proposed analytical model as well as the results of 

experimental work. As expected, injection device with angles (                gives higher water 

mass flow rate at higher mass flow rates of injected air than the conventional air-jacket with 

injection angle (     for all tested submergence ratios, this increasing of water flow rate can be 

related to the initial momentum result from the velocity component of injected air in the flow 

direction in the riser pipe. A comparison of performance curve between the experimental and 

analytical prediction for the same investigation conditions are in agreement with average deviation 

about 9%, 17% and 23% for submergence ratios of 0.5, 0.6 and 0.75 respectively.  

Fig.5 shows the variation of analytical and experimental performance curves with submergence 

ratio, these curves for each injection angle at different submergence ratios have similar trend and 

shows that decreasing in pumped water mass flow rate is associated with decreasing in submergence 

ratio, this is true, because when submergence ratio decreases, the length that the water should 

traverse is increased through the riser pipe and this length is proportional to the lifting head (  
  ). The average enhancement results from modifying conventional air-jacket by changing the 

injection angle from (     to                  based on experimental results are, increasing the 

pumping rate about 8% for injection angle       and 11% for injection angle        , while the 

average enhancement based on the analytical results are 10% for injection angle       and 14% for 

injection angle        . 
The variation of efficiency of the airlift pump, which is obtained from proposed model and 

experimental work, with injection angle at a specified submergence ratio are shown in Fig.6. Both, 

analytical and experimental efficiency results has similar trend that the efficiency increased rapidly 

from its minimum value (0) until a maximum value is achieved then decreases gradually. It was 

noticed that the maximum efficiency increased for injection angle     and      , and this increase is 

related to the increasing of work done by the pump which is associated with increasing of water 

output from the pump for the same mass flow rate of injected air and submergence ratio. The 

comparison between predicted efficiencies from the proposed model and experimental efficiency for 

the same investigation conditions shows good agreement with average deviation of 8%, 12% and 

9% for submergence ratio 0.5, 0.6 and 0.75 respectively. The increase in maximum efficiency based 

on the experimental results is about 9% for injection angle     and 11% injection angle      .  
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To discuss the behavior of air lift pump efficiency with the water flow rate at a specified 

injection angle and submergence ratio, efficiency curve and performance curve are plotted together 

in one figure as shown in Fig.7, it is observed for all investigated cases that the maximum efficiency 

achieved by airlift pump dose not correspond to the maximum output water mass flow rate due to 

the transition of flow pattern from stable slug flow to churn flow which is characterized as chaotic 

and unstable. Another observation that the best efficiency points achieved when the flow is slug and 

slug-churn flow, this is approved by comparing the distribution of best experimental efficiencies on 

the flow map proposed by, Taitel et al., 1980, and Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10 shows that the best 

efficiency points located at slug and slug-churn zones.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

- The optimum angle of air injection was found to be at       for the selected operational and 

geometrical parameters. 

- Average enhancement of airlift pump performance is about 8% for air injection angle     

and 11% for      .  

- Increasing of water mass flow rate as the submergence ratio increased for all tested injection 

angle and the maximum mass flow rate of water achieved is 2794, 2371 and 1720 kg/hr for 

submergence ratio 0.75, 0.6 and 0.5 respectively. 

- Maximum efficiency is increased as the submergence ratio increased and maximum 

efficiency achieved is 36%, 32% and 30% for submergence ratio 0.75, 0.6 and 0.5 

respectively. 

- Maximum efficiency of airlift pump does not occur with the maximum mass flow rate of 

water. 

- Best efficiency points corresponds to the slug and slug-churn flow pattern, therefore, it’s 

recommended to operate any airlift pump with these patterns of flow.   

- The proposed one-dimensional analytical model is incapable of providing any information 

about the flow patterns and transient nature of the flow. 

- The proposed one-dimensional analytical model gave better results and good agreement with 

experimental results and the proposed analytical model can be used as efficient tool in 

predicting the overall performance and design of airlift pump. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

  = cross section area of the riser pipe, m
2
 

     = area of injection hole, m
2
 

  = total areas of injection, m
2
 

D= diameter of riser pipe, m 

  = hydraulic diameter, m 

D= diameter of injection hole, m 

 = force, N 

 = friction factor 

g= gravity acceleration, m/s
2
 

Hs = static Head or Submerged length, m 

  = friction parameter 

  = length of riser pipe, m 

 ̇= mass flow rate, kg/s 
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N= number of holes 

P= pressure, N/m
2
 

 = volume flow rate, m
3
/s 

     = air volume flow rate per hole, m
3
/s 

Re = Reynolds number 

  = slip ratio 

 = velocity, m/s 

 ̅= velocity vector, m/s 

 = volume, m
3
 

 = weight of mixture in the riser pipe, N 

 = angle of air injection, Degree 

 = pipe roughness, m 

μ= molecular or dynamic viscosity, kg/m.s 

Ρ= density, kg/m
3
 

  = wall shear stress, N/m
2
 

η= efficiency  

 

SUBSCRIBIES 

 = gas  

 = liquid  

  = gas average  

  =liquid average  

  = gas superficial  

  = liquid superficial  

a= ambient 
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Figure 1. Testing schematics drawing. 
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Figure 2. Experimental setup. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of airlift pump for analysis. 
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Figure 4. Variation of airlift pump performance curve with various injection angles at submergence 

ratio (a): 0.75, (b): 0.6 and (c): 0.5. 
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Figure 5. Variation of airlift pump performance curve with various submergence ratio at injection 

angles (a):    , (b):     and (c):      . 
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Figure 6. Variation of airlift pump efficiency various submergence ratio at injection angles (a):    , 

(b):     and (c):      . 
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Figure 7. Variation of airlift pump efficiency and performance curve with various submergence 

ratio at injection angles (a):    , (b):     and (c):      . 
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Figure 8. Distribution of experimental best efficiency point for various injection angles on the flow 

map proposed by, Taitel et al., 1980, at submergence ratio (0.75). 

 

Figure 9. Distribution of experimental best efficiency point for various injection angles on the flow 

map proposed by, Taitel et al., 1980, at submergence ratio (0.6). 
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Figure 10. Distribution of experimental best efficiency point for various injection angles on the 

flow map proposed by, Taitel et al., 1980, at submergence ratio (0.5). 

 


